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Visual Streamline FAQ 

 

How do Purchase Contracts work? 
 

The user now has the ability to tie a selling contract to an existing purchase contract or create a new one on the fly 
by zooming from the linked contract field in the details of the contract pricing screen.  

 

Purchase Order Processing > Contract Purchasing > Contract Entry.  

 

Set up contract pricing for a supplier. Enter the Supplier, Contract Code, date range, product line/code, Price 
Method (Discount from List % or Actual Price). ). If 'Discount from List %' was selected, begin entering the 'Quantity 
Break' and the 'Discount %'. If 'Actual Price' was selected, enter the price. The system will calculate the 'Purchase 
Price' for either version. The system will display the Current List and Supplier FOB. Exit when completed.  

ie. 

100 10% = $9.00 

500 20% = $8.00 

1000 30% = $7.00 

 

Enter any pertinent comments by selecting the COMMENTS button or EXIT to proceed. 

 

Next, go to Purchase Order Processing > Processing > Planned PO Preparation or PO Maintenance. Run PPP or 
create a manual PO - the system will pick up the Supplier Contract pricing based on the contract. Note - when the 
Landed Cost window appears there is a button to 'View Contracts' on it. When this button is selected, the user is 
able to view the contract for the supplier and product. Also note, in PPP and PO Maintenance, the system will look 
for the Contract purchasing price first before it looks at the Vendor Cost Table in the Inventory Product Master - 
Supplier Info screen. The system will take the FOB on the contract purchasing and will then apply the landed cost 
table to it (i.e. exchange, etc.). For example, if 1000 items were to be purchased (from example above), system will 
take $7.00 as the unit cost and will then apply the landed cost table to it (i.e. exchange, duty, brokerage, freight, 
etc.). 

 

In PPP, select the SUPPLIER button. There is a new button on this screen for 'Contract Details'. When this is selected, 
the system will display the Contract Price Breakdown (i.e. start/end date of contract, quantity, percentage off list, 
and the price). When completed, select the OK button to return to the PPP Maintenance screen.  

 

Note - in the Inventory Product Master - SUPPLIER INFO screen, there is a button called 'Contract Pricing' which will 
display any Supplier Contract Pricing that has been created for the product. 
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Contract Purchasing Linked to a Customer Contract 

 

This program enables the user to tie a selling contract (customer contract) to a purchasing contract. For example, in 
PPP - product 'A' - customer 1 buys 'A', - customer 2 buys 'A' with a contract purchase price. In PPP - system can 
handle multiple - based on contract purchasing code (i.e. for example above, 1 p.o. would be made with 2 line items 
on it for the same product 'A' but with different pricing). 

 

Go to Pricing > Contract Pricing. Start by entering basic contract pricing for a customer/item. When the user reaches 
the 'Linked To' field, F5 and select a 'Purchasing Contract', or set up a new Purchasing Contract by following the 
instructions above (Contract Purchasing section). The user may also view the Purchasing Contract on this screen. 
However, they may not modify an existing Purchasing Contract. Once the user highlights the Purchasing Contract 
and clicks on SELECT, the system will create the link and the Purchasing Contract name/code will appear in the 
'Linked To' field. Next, enter in the Quantity Break/Actual Price in the table on the Contract Pricing screen. Exit from 
the Contract Pricing screen when finished. 

 

Next, go into OE and enter 2 orders for the same product but for different customers (i.e. 1 for a customer with a 
Customer Contract Price linked to a Purchasing Contract, and 1 for a different customer with no Customer Contract 
Price for the same item, only a Purchasing Contract for the item.). When PPP is run, the system will list the item twice 
in the Planned P/O Maintenance screen. One line will display one cost (Supplier Contract cost based on the 
Customer Contract link), the 2nd line will display the other cost (Supplier Contract cost). When the P/O Prints or is 
viewed in P/O Maintenance, the PO will appear the same way (2 lines for the same product with 2 different prices). 
Also, when a Purchasing Contract is linked to a regular Contract Price, the system will print 'Sales Contract' and the 
contract name/code beside it beside the item on the P/O. 

 

Print Purchase Contract List 

 

There is a report for Contract Purchasing. Go to Purchase Order Processing > Contract Purchasing > Print Purchase 
Contract List. Select between the following options: 

Supplier/End User/Supplier & End User 

From/To Customer 

From/To End User 

From/To End Date 

Report Type - Summary or Detailed 

Note: Summary simply lists the Supplier Name/End User, Contract #, Contract Date, and the Start and End Dates for 
the Contract. Detailed lists the actual contract and setup (product, break method, contract table, etc.) 

New Page for Each Supplier? 

Printer or Screen 
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Price Change Contract Audit 

 

Lastly, there is a Price Change Contract Audit. Go to Purchase Order Processing > Contract Purchasing > Price 
Change Contract Audit. This program keeps track of any/all changes that have been made to a Purchasing Contract. 
It will also list the Customer Name and/or Supplier Name if there's a link. It lists all of the Customers/Suppliers, End 
Users and Affiliations, the Contract Code, Description, Contract Date, Start/End Dates, the Product Line, Product 
Code Date, Time, User ID, Mode (i.e. Create/Modify), and the Pricing on each Contract. The user may PRINT or EXIT. 
When Printing, the user may select between the following: 

From/To Customer 

From/To End User 

From/To Contract 

Printer or Screen 

This report is slightly different than the Print Purchase Contract List as it displays it in a different format and also 
displays the following: 

Supplier 

Product Line/Code 

Contract # 

Level Break/Quantity Break and the Level or Quantity 

Markup % 

Sell Price 

User ID 

Date Changed 

Time 

Change Mode (i.e. Create/Modify) 
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How to Print the Supplier Purchase Contract on the Purchase Order 

 

Go to Company Set Up > Company Business Rules > P/O #7 'Contract number to print on P/O for linked contracts'. 
Click on the MODIFY button and select from the following: 

・・Both - Print both the Sales Contract and the Purchase Contract 

・・Purchase - Print the Purchase Contract Only 

・・Sales - Print the Sales Contract Only 

When enabled, if a purchase contract is linked to a sales contract, this business rule controls which contract number 
will print on the purchase order. 

Go to A/P or Purchase Order Processing > Master Files > Suppliers. Select the appropriate Supplier, click on the 
MODIFY button and then click on the P/O INFO button. There is a flag on this screen for 'Show Cost on P/O'. If the 
contract number is blank it will not print unless this flag is on.  

Go to Purchase Order Processing > Contract Purchasing > Contract Entry. Set up contract pricing for a supplier. 
Enter the Supplier, Contract Code, date range, product line/code, Price Method (Discount from List % or Actual 
Price). ). If 'Discount from List %' was selected, begin entering the 'Quantity Break' and the 'Discount %'. If 'Actual 
Price' was selected, enter the price. The system will calculate the 'Purchase Price' for either version. The system will 
display the Current List and Supplier FOB. Exit when completed.  

i.e.  

100 10% = $9.00 

500 20% = $8.00 

 1000 30% = $7.00 

Enter any pertinent comments by selecting the COMMENTS button or EXIT to proceed. 

Go to Pricing > Contract Pricing. Start by entering basic contract pricing for a customer/item. When the user reaches 
the 'Linked To Purchase Contract' field, F5 and select a 'Purchase Contract'. The user may also VIEW CONTRACT, 
create a NEW CONTRACT, or EXIT from the 'Purchase Contract' screen back to the Contract Pricing screen. Note, 
while in the VIEW CONTRACT screen, the user may not modify an existing Purchasing Contract. Once the user 
highlights the Purchasing Contract and clicks on SELECT, the system will create the link and the Purchasing Contract 
name/code will appear in the 'Linked To' field. Also, while in the VIEW CONTRACT screen, the system will display a 
message in red font above the Pricing table that states 'This Contract is Linked to One or More Sales Contracts - 
VIEW'.  

 

Next, enter in the Quantity Break/Actual Price in the table on the Contract Pricing screen. Exit from the Contract 
Pricing screen when finished. 

 

Next, go into OE and enter 2 orders for the same product but for different customers (i.e. 1 for a customer with a 
Customer Contract Price linked to a Purchasing Contract, and 1 for a different customer with no Customer Contract 
Price for the same item, only a Purchasing Contract for the item.). When PPP is run, the system will list the item twice 
in the Planned P/O Maintenance screen. One line will display one cost (Supplier Contract cost based on the 
Customer Contract link), the 2nd line will display the other cost (Supplier Contract cost). Also notice in the PPP 
Maintenance screen, beside the Purchase Cost field for the item that is linked to a Contract, system displays 'Linked 
to Contract'. When the P/O Prints or is viewed in P/O Maintenance, the PO will appear the same way (2 lines for the 
same product with 2 different prices). Also, when a Purchasing Contract is linked to a regular Contract Price, the 
system will print 'Sales Contract' and the contract name/code beside it beside the item on the P/O.  
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When the P/O prints, depending on the business rule that has been selected, the Purchase Contract and/or 
the Sales Contract number(s) will print on the P/O. Note: If the contract number is blank, it will not print. It 
will only print if the 'Print Costs on P/O' flag is set in the Supplier Master - P/O Info screen.  

 

Notes: 

1. The system will combine a stock order and a sales order that isn't linked to Customer Contract Pricing in the same 
line in the PPP screen. 

2. In PPP, the user cannot modify quantities or add orders for stock if this order is linked to a sales contract. The 
pricing is in effect only for the quantity ordered against sales for this contract. There is a message to this effect at 
the bottom of the SOURCE DETAILS screen in red font stating 'Sales Contract - Quantity Changes Not Allowed' if 
there is a linked sales contract. 

 

 


